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Logical reasoning aptitude questions and answers pdf

Logical reasoning is part of almost all major government exams held in the country, and is one of the most scoring sections as well. Candidates who are preparing for the upcoming competitive exams can find all the topics, tips and some examples of questions related to logical reasoning in this article. Ability exams are an integral part of all public sector
entrance exams in India. Ability exams in India have mostly two sections: quantitative abilities Logical reasoning for most competitive exams, the reasoning ability section includes two varieties of subjects. These two types include logical reasoning and analytical reasoning. In this article, we'll discuss in detail the topics included in the logical reasoning, as well
as tips on how to solve it and a few examples of questions for your link. Other Cooking Related Links: What Is Logical Reasoning? Logical reasoning consists of questions of ability that require a logical level of analysis to come to the right decision. Most of the subjects are based on concepts, and the rest are out of the box thinking of them. Logical reasoning
is classified into two types: Verbal reasoning: It is the ability to logically understand concepts and solve problems expressed in words. Verbal reasoning tests the ability to extract information and the consequences of a sentence. Non-verbal reasoning: This is the ability to logically understand concepts and solve problems expressed in numbers/letters/numbers
combined with words. Nonverbal reasoning tests the ability to deduct and induction logic information and consequences into the problem. One of these is the logical reasoning section, which is included in almost all major state examinations. Much of the reasoning program can be divided into two of the above types. Steps to address logical reasoning based
on the questions listed below are some of the steps to address logical reasoning questions and answers: Read and understand the information carefully. Analyze important logical information. Think about all the solutions you can make. Compare the response with other features. Come to the right logical conclusion. Topics Included in the logical reasoning
section include the following type of questions: Verbal issues - These types of issues can be resolved orally and not pen paper solution required by Image-based Issues - Mirror images or paper designs based on images can be given in question and candidates may be asked to find similar or dissimilar numbers puzzle questions - This includes placing or
organizing people/days/months/places, etc. etc. can be given and questions based on the same can be asked for more information on different topics, you can check the related page page The list of topics in the Logical Reasoning section Applicants should explore all of the following topics in the Logical Reasoning section: To check the curriculum for
various other government exams, candidates can visit the following articles: The Syllabus Syllabus Syllabus Bank Exam RRB Syllabus LIC Sillabus List of Exams with a logical justification as one of the key topics The more the candidate decides, the more familiar he/she receives with the concept. To prepare themselves even well for all the topics included in
the reasoning ability section, candidates can visit the logical reasoning questions page and get theme-wise questions and solutions to the ace of reasoning section. In addition, to reference the candidates, we have combined several examples from different logical reasoning topics and given their decisions so that candidates can resolve them and analyze the
type of questions that can be asked in this section. Below are a few examples of questions related to different topics within the framework of logical reasoning. Candidadidates can refer to these questions and prepare themselves accordingly. Directions (No. 1- No 2): Based on the alphabetical series below, answer the following questions: Alphanumer series:
W % - K V P 1 I 7 E 0 2 9 F N 4 - U ? M No 1. How many numbers in the series is preceded by a vowel? Answer: (3) Two; 7 precedes I and 0 preceded by E. No. 2. What is the second element to the right of the 7th element on the left? Answer: (4) 7; The seventh element on the left is 1 and the 2nd element to the right of 1 7 q 3. At a certain point, Smriti goes
70m south. Then she turns right and starts to go straight for another 70 m. Then, turning to her again to the left, it goes to 60 m. Then it turns left and goes 70 m. How far is it from the starting point? 120m 135m 140m 130m 125m Reply: (4) 130m; 70 x 60 x 130 m 4. For a number of persons, Sakshi's position on the left side of the row is 26th, and Sakshi's
position on the right side is 35th. Answer: (4) 60; (26-35-1) - 61-1 ( 60) No 5. In a specific code language, ANIMALS is written as SLAMINA. How is ONLINE written in this code? ENILNO OLINEN LNOINE NNLOIE EINONL Answer: (1) ENILNO; The first alphabet is replaced by the last alphabet, the second - the last and so on No.6.  The family consists of six
members of Priya, Kureshi, Raj, Xavi, Yusuf and Sain. Kureshi is Raj's son, but Raj is not the mother of Kureshi. Priya and Raj are a married couple. Yusuf is Raj's brother. Xavi is Priia's daughter. He's Prie's brother. How many children does Priia have? Answer: (2) Two; Kureshi and Xavi are the children of Priya Destinations (No. 7-No8).  Read the
information below carefully and answer the following questions: Five friends A, B, C, D and E traveled from Tamil Nadu in five different states of Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Karnataka and Punjab on 5 different modes of transport: cycle, bus, train, truck, and bike. Those who went to Rajasthan did not travel by bicycle. C went to Karnataka by
truck and B went to Maharashtra by train. D traveled by bike and E traveled by Tamil Nadu bus unrelated to The Cycle in Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan. No 7. What tools did C use? Bus Bike Truck Bike Response: (4) Truck Punjab Cycle B Maharashtra Train C Karnataka Truck D Uttar Pradesh Bike E Punjab Bus No 8. Which state did E go? Rajasthan
Maharashtra Karnataka Uttar Pradesh Punjab Answer: (1) Rajasthan Punjab Cycle B Maharashtra Train C Karnataka Truck D Uttar Pradesh Bike E Punjab Bus Destinations (No 9 -10): Read the information below and answer the following questions: Pankaj, Kasif, Rajat, Supriya, Tina Rajat Supriya is not the closest neighbor of zoe and Rajat. Tina is third to
the left of Supria. Kasif is third to the right of Wasim, who is not Supriya's closest neighbor. No 9. How many people sit between Vasim and Supria (considered clockwise)? Answer: (5) Three x 10. Who sits third to the right of Vartik? Tina Pankaj zasif Rajat zoya Answer: (1) Tina's candidates can refer to the set of questions given above and begin their
preparations for the upcoming government exams 2020. Related links: With the sectional cut applicable in several competitive exams, it is important to ace each section as this will not only reflect in their section wise signs, but also be helpful in the overall scores achieved by the candidate. Candidates can contact BYJU'S for more information about these
exams, training materials or a list of books to prepare for competitive exams. Ans. Logical reasoning questions can be both verbal and non-verbal. Such questions are asked in competitive exams to analyze the reasoning of the candidates' ability. Ans. Topics like blood relations, coding-decoding, direction test, location of seats, puzzles, entrance-out,
sillogism, alpha series, mirror images, statement and conclusions/arguments are included in the logical reasoning of the curriculum. Ans. Follow the steps below to address the logical reasoning issues: Read the question carefully, line by line Note important information Use a scenic solution in case of confusion Select for shortcuts and tricks if any analysis if
the issue can or can't be resolved orally. This will save some time ans. To prepare logical reasoning for upcoming competitive exams, candidates can to the following tips: View the curriculum in and, accordingly, start preparing Decide the different types of questions based on each topic to strengthen your team over it Working on shortcuts and tricks to save
time during the final Focus exam on last year's management time analysis documents to get a list of important topics applied to Premium Jobs from the Top MNCs Priority Shortlist and The Decision Test Series Take Test Now Logical reasoning tests are designed to measure the ability of candidates to draw logical conclusions. and to identify the strengths
and weaknesses of these arguments. Each logical reasoning question requires a student or applicant to read and understand a short passage and then answer one question about it. The freshersworld website provides logical reasoning free online practice tests, logical reasoning sample questions and logical puzzles - for interviews, placements, competitive
and introductory tests. It also provides logical ability questions and answers with solutions and tips and tricks on many topics such as blood relationships, calendar clock and age, direction and feelings, cubes and dice, day sequence, coding and decoding, puzzles, series, statements and assumptions, statements and conclusions, input and more. It also
provides logical document placement abilities for IT companies like Tech Mahindra, WIPRO and more. What are the types of logical reasoning? Two types of logical reasoning : Deductive reasoning uses accessible information, facts or premises to come to a conclusion. Example: All dolphins are mammals, all mammals have buds; so all dolphins have buds.
Induction: Inductive reasoning follows a certain flow or behavior to draw conclusions. Example: Every tornado I've ever seen in the United States has spun counterclockwise, and I've seen dozens of them. How to solve logical questions of reasoning ability? Read the logical reasoning question correctly and try to screen important data to solve. Most of the
logical reasoning requires you to identify patterns in the problem. Place all the information in a tablicular format, Venn diagram, pie charts, bar charts, or any other form of data, depending on the type of question. Focus on accuracy rather than trying more and more questions. Spend a little more time on the question and make sure your answer is correct.
Words like all, some, none but, only if, if and only if play a vital role in finding what needs to be done with this issue. Any misunderstanding of the question because of these words will lead you to a wrong answer. Answer. logical reasoning aptitude questions and answers with explanation. logical reasoning aptitude questions and answers pdf. logical reasoning
aptitude test questions and answers pdf. quantitative aptitude and logical reasoning questions and answers
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